In the heat of an Amman summer with the smell of jasmine thick in the air, I sat back and surveyed the porch cluttered with hookah pipes and the branches of ripe figs overhead, while my stepmother, Om-Yasameen, 1 argued in Arabic with the fortune-teller. We were in the midst of an interview, when the participant, the fortune-teller, abruptly turned to me and, with my coffee cup in hand, began to tell me my fortune. As she delivered promises of future wealth and happiness, she also carefully, even cunningly, wove into the "reading" threads of her personal experiences and memories of Iraq, uncovering a very painful past. Her revelations about the persecution of the Armenian minority in Iraq became a narrative in defense of her people's suffering and a testament to her own experiences of displacement, loss, and trauma. My stepmother, a Sunni Muslim of elite background, did not agree with her, prompting a heated exchange. I listened carefully as the two women went back and forth, fighting over competing versions of Iraq's national history and making their respective claims to indigeneity, an old debate that has acquired new meaning in the aftermath of the Saddam Ba'th regime.
counternarratives of national memory, resulted in women's life histories being formed within this symbiotic exchange of views and experiences. These complicated negotiations between participant and translator in the interview space are the focus of this chapter.
More broadly, my dissertation research explores how ethnoreligious difference, an important part of modern "national" historical memory, is transported from the homeland, informing how Iraqi communities in diaspora settle, organize, and construct identity in North America. With a view to exploring how women's national and ethnoreligious identities, as well as socioreligious hierarchies, are contested and reconceived in the diaspora, I conducted interviews with over one hundred Iraqi women; their narratives shed light on the interactions between recent refugees and settled Iraqi communities in North American. From my position as a historian of mixed Iraqi heritage, Om-Yasameen's role as facilitator was essential to brokering contacts in communities of Iraqi refugees awaiting exit visas in Amman, and in communities of recently settled Iraqis in Toronto. The biggest challenge I faced when I began the research was in convincing recent victims of disruption, loss, repression, and violence to trust me enough to bring me into their homes and record their narratives. My stepmother's reputation in Iraqi society was an important source of legitimization for my research agenda; her social status and mine were an essential bridge for my initiation into communities of diasporic Iraqis.
As translator, Om-Yasameen as a refugee first in Jordan and more recently in Canada found ways to mediate the intersections of ethnoreligious and class divides, thereby informing how women shaped their narratives. An upper-middleclass Sunni Muslim (Iraq's elite, championed by the Ba'th), she became both a linguistic and cultural translator, the third person in interviews with Iraqi women of differing class, religious, and ethnic backgrounds. She translated across cultures to initiate intimate connections within the interview space, facilitating provocative exchanges with women from diverse ethnoreligious and class backgrounds. Here, I explore how the presence of a translator in the interview space informs the construction of participant narratives as well as the process of remembering and retelling past traumas and life histories.
As feminist oral historian Franca Iacovetta and others have noted, even when our project is to recover and center the voices of marginalized women, we cannot either assume to be collecting unmediated voices, or simply ignore the power dynamics of the interview, or suppose we have democratized it sufficiently. 3 The extensive literature and guidebooks on conducting oral histories pay very little attention to how the already complex power dynamics of the interview space are further complicated by the introduction of a translator, forcing the interviewer to share authority and listen vulnerably to her subjects, cede control, and enable discussions to develop organically. 4 Situated within the diaspora, and particularly within feminist scholarship on non-Western religious
